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Abstract. This paper presents a bi-modal (face and speech) authentication demon-
stration system that simulates the login of a user using its face and its voice. This
demonstration is called BioLogin. It runs both on Linux and Windows and the Win-
dows version is freely available for download. BioLogin is implemented using an open
source machine learning library and its machine vision package.
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1 Introduction

Biometric identity authentication systems are based on the characteristics of a person, such as
face, voice, fingerprint, iris, gait, hand geometry or signature. Identity authentication using
the face or the voice information is a challenging research area that is currently very active,
mainly because of the natural and non-intrusive interaction with the authentication system.
An identity authentication system has to deal with two kindsof events: either the person
claiming a given identity is the one who he claims to be (in which case, he is called aclient),
or he is not (in which case, he is called animpostor). Moreover, the system may generally
take one decision: eitheraccepttheclientor rejecthim and decide he is animpostor.

Biometrics have poor reputation because they are still not good enough for security and
can be defeated [26]. The main drawback of biometrics is that if your biometric is stolen
it is for life. However, it is possible to circumvent this problem if you can verify that the
biometric came from the person at the time of the authentication and if you use multiple
biometrics. Indeed, it is always possible to attack a biometric system using mimicry or pic-
tures/recordings of some kind. Thus, there is a need to ensure that the biometric reading
is contemporary and correlates multiple sources. It has been shown that the use of multi-
ple modalities increases the performance of biometric systems. Most of these multi-modal
biometric systems perform fusion and sometime take advantage of temporal correlations be-
tween modalities. Indeed, very little work in the research community has been done on joint
multi-modal fusion [3] to authenticate several modalities (for instance face andspeech) at
the same time.

In this paper, we present a bi-modal (face and speech) authentication demonstration sys-
tem that simulates the login of a user using its face and its voice. This demonstration is called
BioLogin. It runs both on Linux and Windows and the Windows version is freely available
for download. BioLogin is implemented using an open source machine learning library and
its machine vision package. Both the face and the speaker authentication system are based
on the same statistical framework: Gaussian Mixture Models.

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the reader to the state-of-the-art
in face and speaker authentication. Then we shortly presentthe approach implemented in
the demonstrator. Next, we provide experimental results obtained by the algorithms on two
well-known benchmark databases, namely XM2VTS and BANCA. Finally, we present the
demonstration system and we conclude.

2 Face and Speaker Authentication

Most of face and speaker authentication systems are preceded by a segmentation procedure.
This is a difficult task depending on the quality of the capture device, the conditions (illumi-
nation, complex background, noisy environment) and of the cooperation of the subject (face
pose, occlusion, and clean speech). Segmentation is a general task in signal processing which
consists of extracting relevant information (the face region in an image or speech frames in
an audio signal) and filtering out irrelevant information (the background of an image, the
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silence or noise in the audio signal).

2.1 Face Authentication

2.1.1 Face Localization

The reliability and response time of face localization has amajor influence on the perfor-
mance and usability of subsequent processing such as face authentication. The goal of face
detection/localization is to locate human faces in images at different positions, scales, orien-
tations and lighting conditions. Face localization is a simplified face detection problem with
the assumption that the image contains one and only one face.

In the past five years, face detection has been very popular inthe computer vision research
community, but it still remains a fundamental problem in pattern recognition. It is a difficult
task because faces are non-rigid, dynamic objects with a high variability in shape, color
and texture. Moreover face detection must be able to handle faces under various lighting
conditions, orientation and pose.

A lot of methods have been proposed to solve frontal, and morerecently non-frontal face
detection. Among all these approaches, machine learning algorithms such as Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs) [32], Neural Networks [36], Bayesian classifiers [9], Hidden Markov
Models [31] or boosting algorithms [33] have received much attention and shown outstand-
ing results. In this project, we will only consider the most popular and efficient methods
reported in the literature. For a more exhaustive survey, see the very complete paper of Yang
et al. [39].

2.1.2 Face Authentication

Face recognition, authentication and identification are often confused. Face recognition is a
general topic that includes both face identification and face authentication (also called ver-
ification). On one hand, face authentication is concerned with validating a claimed identity
based on the image of a face, and either accepting or rejecting the identity claim (one-to-one
matching). On the other hand, the goal of face identificationis to identify a person based
on the image of a face. This face image has to be compared with all the registered persons
(one-to-many matching).

The problem of face authentication has been addressed by different researchers using var-
ious approaches. Thus, the performance of face authentication systems has steadily improved
over the last few years. For a survey and comparison of different approaches see [8, 40, 28].
These approaches can be divided intodiscriminantapproaches andgenerativeapproaches.

• Discriminant Approaches: A discriminant approach takes a binary decision (whether
or not the input face is a client) and considers the whole input for this purpose. Such
holistic approaches are using the original gray-scale face image or its projection onto
a Principal Component subspace (referred to as PCA or Eigenfaces [38]) or Linear
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Discriminant subspace (referred to as LDA or Fisherfaces [1, 11]) as input of a dis-
criminant classifier such as Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) [23, 22], Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) [17] or simply a metric [20, 18].

• Generative Approaches: Recently, it has been shown that generative approaches such
as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [7] and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [30,
29, 13, 6] were more robust to automatic face localization than the above discrimi-
nant methods. A generative approach computes the likelihood of an observation (a
holistic representation of the face image) or a set of observations (local observations
of particular facial features) given a client model and compares it to the corresponding
likelihood given an impostor model.

Finally, the decision to accept or reject a claim depends on ascore (distance measure,
MLP output or Likelihood ratio) which could be either above (accept) or under (reject) a
given threshold.

During recent international competitions on face authentication [27, 7], it has been shown
that the discriminant approaches perform very well on manually localized faces. Unfortu-
nately, these methods are not robust to automatic face localization (imprecision in translation,
scale and rotation) and their performance degrades. On the opposite, generative approaches
emerged as the most robust methods using automatic face localization.

2.2 Speech Authentication

2.2.1 Speech/Silence Detection

Speech/silence detection consists in isolating speech frames (relevant information for speaker
authentication) from the rest of the audio signal. In any given speech sentence, silence of-
ten appears between words. These silence segments obviously do not contain much speaker
information. Hence, state-of-the-art speaker authentication systems usually remove them
with the help of a silence/speech detector. In fact, the mainreason to remove them is that
they influence the overall score: the more there are silence frames that are not removed, the
smaller will be the amplitude of the score after normalization. Hence, since this score is then
compared to a fixed threshold to take a decision, the underlying system becomes sensitive to
the number of silence frames, which should be avoided.

2.2.2 Speaker Authentication

The goal of a speaker authentication system is to decide whether a givenspeech utterance
has been pronounced by a claimed client or by an impostor. A good introduction to the field
can be found in [15, 4]. Different scenarios can take place in this framework, mainly text
dependentand text independentspeaker authentication, but they all use the same general
statistical framework.

In this framework, one first needs a probabilistic model ofanybody’s voice, often called
a world modeland trained on a large collection of voice recordings of several people. From
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this generic model, a more specific, client-dependent model, is then derived using adaptation
techniques, using data from a particular client. One can then estimate the ratio of the likeli-
hood of the data corresponding to some access with respect tothe model of the claimed client
identity, with the likelihood of the same data with respect to theworld model, and accept or
reject the access if the likelihood ratio is higher or lower than a given threshold, selected in
order to optimize either a low rejection rate, a low acceptance rate, or some combination of
both.

• In the context oftext independentspeaker authentication systems, where the trained
client model would in theory be independent of the precise sentence pronounced by
the client, the most used class of models is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with
diagonal covariance matrix, adapted from aworld modelusing MAP adaptation tech-
niques [35].

• In text dependentspeaker authentication, the system associates a sentence to each
client speaker. Indeed, a possible solution to avoid replayattacks using speech record-
ings is to instruct the user to speak random words/digits at the time of the authentica-
tion. During an access, a client needs to say his associated sentence, which is known
by the system. Therefore, the model created for each speakercan use the lexical infor-
mation of the sentence in order to be more client and text specific. Models known to
efficiently use this lexical information, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [34],
need more resources (in space and time, during enrollment and test) than text indepen-
dent models.

2.3 Bi-Modal Authentication

In the past 10 years, it has been shown that combining biometric authentication systems [19]
achieves better performance than techniques using only onebiometric modality (based on
the face and the voice of an individual). This has been shown to be true using variousfusion
algorithms.

• Fusion: Fusion algorithms are methods whose goal is to merge the prediction of many
algorithms (multiple biometric modules) in the hope of a better average performance
than any of the individual methods. This fusion can be simple(maximum score, prod-
uct or sum rules), but it is often better to train a fusion system using Machine Learning
algorithms [5] such as MLPs or SVMs.

• Joint Bi-Modal Authentication: Recently, Asynchronous HMM [3] have been pro-
posed for the task of bi-modal authentication [2]. This model specifically takes into
account temporal correlations jointly between the audio and video streams, allowing
for re-synchronization between the streams. Often, lip movements do not appear at the
same time the sound is uttered. It is possible to take this correlation into account by
stretching or compressing streams with respect to each other.
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3 The Proposed Approach

In this section, we describe IDIAP face and speaker authentication systems [7, 24]. Video
and audio streams capture and processing are performed separately (Fig.1). However, face
and speaker authentication are based on the same statistical framework. The main difference
lies in the specific image and audio features.

Figure 1: IDIAP face and speaker authentication systems.

3.1 Face Segmentation

3.1.1 Face Localization

The face localization system is based on the cascade paradigm of [33] and also on the use
of Modified Census Transform (MCT) features [14]. MCT belongs to the family of Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) features. By contrast to the Haar-like features used by Viola and Jones,
LBP features are invariant to illumination and summarizes the local structure of the image.

Like most face detection systems, the face detector scans the input image at many scales.
The conventional approach is to compute a pyramid of sub-sampled images like Rowley et
al. [36]. A fixed scale sub-window then scanned across each of these images and sent to the
cascade.

3.1.2 Feature Extraction

The face image (64 × 80 pixels) is decomposed in terms of8 × 8 overlapping blocks.
Then, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to every block and a sequence (XF

1 =
{x1...xF}) of DCTmod2 frames is computed. DCTmod2 [37] frames are built from DCT
frames (15 DCT coeff.−3 first coeff.+3 ∆x +3 ∆y). Thus,xf ∈ IR18.
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3.2 Speech Segmentation

3.2.1 Speech/Silence Detection

The simplest approach to remove silences is to compare the energy level of each frame to a
given threshold learned a priori on a separate training set.The threshold could also be learned
or adapted on the first few frames which are hypothesized to besilence. Unfortunately,
this is not always true; in real cases, it may happen that the first frames contain speech.
Hence, a better strategy [25, 21] learns in an unsupervised way a bi-Gaussian model with the
hypothesis that the distribution of the silence parts should be different from that of the speech
part. The hypothesis that the log energy coefficient of the speech is bigger than the silence
one is used to label each of the two Gaussians. Afterward, allthe frames such that their
probability under thespeechGaussian are smaller than their probability under thesilence
Gaussian are removed.

3.2.2 Feature Extraction

The speech signal is decomposed into a sequence of Linear Freq Cepstral Coefficient (LFCC)
frames. These LFCC frames are expanded with their derivatives and log energy derivatives.
This produces a sequence (Y S

1 = {y1...yS}) of frames, whereys ∈ IR33.

3.3 Authentication

As stated above, face and speaker authentication are based on the same statistical framework.
Let us denote the parameter set for clientC asλC , and the parameter set describing a

generic non-client as¬λC . Given a claim for clientC ’s identity and a set of feature vectors
X supporting the claim, we find an opinionΛ(X) on the claim using:

Λ(X) = log P (X|λC) − log P (X|¬λC) (1)

whereP (X|λC) is the likelihood of the claim coming from the true claimant andP (X|¬λC)
is the likelihood of the claim coming from an impostor.

Finally, the decision to accept or reject a claim depends on the scoreΛ(X) which could
be either above (accept) or under (reject) a given threshold.

3.3.1 Enrollment

We can use different ways to train each client model. Traditional Maximum Likelihood
training, such as Expectation-Maximization, can be used [10, 12]. Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP) training [16] can also be used to adapt a generic model using client data. small
amount of training data.

MAP training consists in:

1. training a world model¬λC from a large dataset by Maximum Likelihood,

2. adapting a client modelλC from ¬λC using client data by Maximum A Posteriori.
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3.3.2 Test

The above probabilities (Eq.1) are represented by diagonal Gaussian Mixture Models. Each
face model is a diagonal GMM (λf and¬λf ) with 512 gaussians (18′944 parameters). And
each speech model is a diagonal GMM (λs and¬λs) with 200 gaussians (13′400 parameters).

Then, the respective face and speech scores are computed using Eq.2 and Eq.3.

Λf
C(XF

1 ) = log P (XF
1 |λf

C) − log P (XF
1 |¬λ

f
C) (2)

Λs
C(Y S

1 ) = log P (Y S
1 |λs

C) − log P (XS
1 |¬λs

C) (3)

3.4 Fusion

The goal of fusion is to merge outputs of face and speech experts (2 or more) into a fea-
ture vector[Λ1(X), ..., Λn(X)] and try to classify it as a client or an impostor. This can be
achieved using a classifier. In our framework, we decided to use a simple linear classifier:

P (X, Y |C) = w · Λf
C(X) + (1 − w) · Λs

C(Y ) (4)

Finally, fusion produces an opinionΛ∗(X.Y ) that might be used for final decision.

4 Experiment results

The machine learning library used for all experiments isTorch and its machine vision pack-
ageTorch vision. More details are provided in section5.

4.1 Databases

We performed face and speaker authentication experiments on two well-known multimodal
databases, namely XM2VTS and BANCA.

4.1.1 XM2VTS

The XM2VTS database1 contains synchronized image and speech data recorded on 295
subjects during four sessions taken at one month intervals.The 295 subjects were divided,
according to theLausanne Protocol, into a set of 200 clients, 25 evaluation impostors, and
70 test impostors. Two different evaluation configurationswere defined. They differ in
the distribution of client training and client evaluation data. We performed the experiments
following theLausanne Protocol Configuration I.

1 http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Research/VSSP/xm2vtsdb

http://http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Research/VSSP/xm2vtsdb
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4.1.2 BANCA

The BANCA database2 was designed in order to test multi-modal identity authentication
with various acquisition devices (2 cameras and 2 microphones) and under several scenarios
(controlled, degraded and adverse). For 5 different languages (English, French, German,
Italian and Spanish), video and speech data were collected for 52 subjects (26 males and 26
females), i.e. a total of 260 subjects. Each language - and gender - specific population was
itself subdivided into 2 groups of 13 subjects (denotedg1 andg2). Each subject participated
to 12 recording sessions, each of these sessions containing2 records: 1 trueclient access(T)
and 1 informed3 impostor attack(I). For the image part of the database, there is 5 shots per
record. The 12 sessions were separated into 3 different scenarios.

In the BANCA protocol, we consider that the true client records for the first session
of each condition is reserved as training material. In all our experiments, the client model
training is done on at most these 3 records. We consider the following protocols, namely
Matched Controlled (Mc) and Pooled test (P) protocol, where one controlled session is used
for client training and, the same controlled conditions sessions for Mc, and all conditions
sessions for P, are used for client and impostor testing.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

The authentication decision is then reached as follows. Given a thresholdτ , the claim is
accepted whenΛ∗(X,Y ) ≥ τ , and is rejected whenΛ∗(X,Y ) < τ . This threshold is chosen
to optimize a given criterion such as the Equal Error Rate (EER), i.e whenFAR = FRR

(Fig. 2).

FR FA

clientimpostor

EER

τEER

Figure 2: Illustration of typical errors of a biometric system.

FRR is the False Rejection Rate (when the system rejects a client),FAR is the False
Acceptance Rate (when the system accepts an impostor),HTER is the Half Total Error Rate
(an unique measure given byHTER = FRR+FAR

2
).

4.3 Results

We present baseline results (in terms of HTER), on XM2VTS and BANCA databases, ob-
tained by IDIAP systems (Table1). In order to provide an unbiased evaluation of the perfor-

2 http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/banca
3 The actual speaker knew the text that the claimed identity speaker was supposed to utter.

http://http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/banca
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mance, the decision threshold has to be chosen a priori (not optimize on the test set itself).
Thus, we determine the thresholdτ on the development set which minimizes theEER cri-
terion.

XM2VTS (LP1) BANCA (Mc) BANCA (P)
Face 1.67 5.77 18.96
Speech 1.14 4.32 12.29
Fusion 0.48 4.32 9.99

Table 1: Baseline results obtained by IDIAP systems in terms of HTER.

For experiments on XM2VTS database, we use all available training client images to
build the generic face model and additional set of data to build the generic speech model.
For BANCA experiments, the generic model was trained with theadditional set of data,
referred to asworld data(independent of the subjects in the client database).

5 BioLogin Demonstration System

Several demonstration systems of state-of-the-art technologies in person authentication can
be found on the internet. However, to our knowledge there exist no demonstration systems
of bi-modal face and speaker authentication freely available and implemented using open
source libraries.

Figure 3: Bi-Modal Authentication system based on face, speech and fusion developed at
IDIAP. The system provides a BioLogin application (left) to test a client, and a Manager
application (right) to create a new account by enrollment.
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5.1 Description

The BioLogin bi-modal authentication system is freely available4. BioLogin requires Win-
dows XP (SP 1 or SP 2), DirectX 9.0b and a Logitech camera. It has been tested using Quick-
Cam Pro 4000, QuickCam for Notebooks Pro, QuickCam Zoom, QuickCam Orbit/Sphere.

The system (Fig.3) includes two applications:

• BioLogin: login using the face and the voice (test a biometric template),

• User Manager: creates a new account and enables the user to enroll a bi-modal bio-
metric template.

First the user needs to create his/her account using the Manager application. The reg-
istration consists in (1) filling a form and (2) recording a session of four audio/video shots.
During each shot, the system asks the user to pronounce his/her pass-phrase. The audio
recording starts when a face is detected and stops when the time is elapsed or when the user
press<enter>. Face images are automatically captured during the audio recording. At the
end of the recording session, the user can visualize/listento the recordings. The user can
decide to cancel the recording session and to perform another one or to enroll his/her model
from recordered data. The enrollment process takes only fewseconds.

Finally, the user can launch the BioLogin application. This application presents a list
of registered persons. To perform an authentication test, the user simply needs to select
a person. Then the audio/video capture is immediately launched. As soon as the face is
detected, the user has a few seconds to pronounce the pass-phrase. If the time is elapsed
or if the user press<enter> then the authentication is performed. The system displays
eitheraccepted in green if the user is considered as a client orrejected in red if the user is
considered as an impostor. The authentication process is very fast and it is therefore possible
to perform many true-client accesses or impostor accesses by choosing a different registered
person.

5.2 Open Source Software

The BioLogin is based on two open source libraries:

• Torch 5 is a machine-learning library developed at IDIAP. It is written in simple C++
and distributed under a BSD license. Torch implements a lot ofthings in gradient
machines (multi-layered perceptrons, radial basis functions, mixtures of experts, con-
volutional networks, ...), Support vector machines (in classification and regression),
Ensemble models such as bagging or adaboost, Non-parametric models such as K-
nearest-neighbors, Distributions such as Kmeans, Gaussian Mixture Models, Hidden
Markov Models, Input-Output Hidden Markov Models, and Speech recognition tools
(Embedded training and large vocabulary decoding).

4 http://www.idiap.ch/biologin
5 http://www.torch.ch

http://http://www.idiap.ch/biologin
http://http://www.torch.ch
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• Torch vision 6 is a machine vision library also developed at IDIAP and basedon
Torch. Torch vision provides basic image processing and feature extraction algorithms
such as rotation, flip, photometric normalizations (Histogram Equalization, Multi-
scale Retinex, Self-Quotient Image or Gross-Brajovic), edgedetection, 2D DCT, 2D
FFT, 2D Gabor, PCA, LDA. It provides also various metrics (Euclidean, Mahanalobis,
ChiSquare, NormalizeCorrelation, TangentDistance, ...) and modules for face detec-
tion (MLP, cascades of Haar-like classifiers) and face recognition/authentication.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a bi-modal (face and speech) authentication demonstration sys-
tem that simulates the login of a user using its face and its voice. This demonstration is
called BioLogin. It is based on Gaussian Mixture Models used both for face and speaker
authentication. BioLogin is implemented using an open source machine learning library and
its machine vision package. It runs both on Linux and Windowsand the Windows version is
freely available for download.
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